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exploration.
Sidemount efforts in downstream 

naranjal during 2000 produced the 
Snakesman escape tunnel complex. 
A series of tight, if not grim, restric-
tions were encountered by explorers 
as they followed a strong current 
into a tunnel complex. the main 
passage wandered southeast for 
over 600 meters, reaching a junc-
tion of two tunnels. the eastern 
tunnel series removed the explorers 
from the main flow path. With the 
subsequent discovery of Cenote 
San Andres in the Ox Bel Ha cave, 
many project members felt that a 
connection between the caves was 
likely in this area. the second tun-
nel at the Snakesman intersection 
veered south with the water flow, 
becoming progressively smaller. 
explorations ended in an unstable 
breakdown zone. A powerful current 
suggested further passage; however 
no one was anxious to be a human 
plug in a strong current flowing into 
a breakdown maze.

A similar connection effort was 
made in a not too distant area of 
downstream naranjal. Sidemount 
explorations in 2002 were initiated 
in a shallow attic section 400 me-
ters west of the deeper Snakesman 
section. Divers pushed a low, old 
tunnel, similar in appearances to 
a bedding plane, into an intricate 
labyrinth. Paralleling the Snakesman 
complex, divers surveyed a maze of 
small tunnels until 2007. All leads 
were finally exhausted within this 
shallow section.

in February 2011 Bil Phillips and 
Steve Bogaerts staged a further 
connection effort, originating from 
Cenote Corey in Sistema Ox Bel Ha. 
named after a patron for early Ox 
Bel Ha explorations, Cenote Corey 
was the only logical choice to mount 
a 2011 push. Cenote San Andres was 
mired in tulum municipal politics, 
making the cenote entrance off-
limits. Corey was on private land 
and just over a kilometer from the 
roadhead. this made equipment 
logistics and site security ideal. 
they were able to explore over 5 
kilometers of new cave passage in 
the Corey area in a month’s time. 
toward the end of their effort, they 
concentrated on a section of Ox 
Bel Ha that was closest to Sistema 


